
A Sunroom for Every Budget

Generations of manufacturing excellence in sunrooms, windows, patio rooms & covers.
~ Over 35 Years of Trust ~

SERVING CENTRAL & SOUTH TEXAS



Patio Covers
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Open Air and 
Economical

ASunroom4You Patio Cover 
is a beautiful and economical 
addition to any home. These 
handsome covers provide 
an open and airy retreat for 
you to entertain family and 
friends or to relax after a 
long day. A Patio Cover not 
only provides a shaded, cool 
place to enjoy the outdoors, 
but your home will also stay 
noticeably more comfortable 
being protected from the 
heat and cold.

1. Solid Insulated Roof System           
Patented solid insulated roof system is 
highly insulated, strong enough to walk 
on and very low maintenance. 

2. Optional Fan/Ceiling Light Beam 
Can be placed throughout the roof to 
attach fans and lighting while concealing 
all electrical wiring. 

3. Heavy Duty Gutter with Optional       
Leaf Guard

    An ideal feature for directing the water 
    safely out of harm’s way.

1. Solid Insulated Roof System                   
The ultimate for creating your perfect 
design combination of glass & solid.

2. Tempered Safety Glass               
The leading technology in glass and it is 
nearly unbreakable.

3. Super Span Structural Rafters                                             
Optional rafter stiffeners allows you to 
build large rooms or roofs that are 
unobstructed by mid-span posts and 
beams.

We recycle 98% of all scrap materials 
after building each sunroom.



Screen Rooms
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Connecting the

Outdoors
with the 

Indoors
If you’re going to add a 
beautiful screen room 
addition on to your home, 
don’t miss the  opportunity 
to expand your living space 
by simply  enlarging your 
room’s roof system, enabling 
you to have a cool patio cover 
integrated right into your 
new room addition. There is 
no better way to transition 
the great outdoors into your 
cozy new addition than 
enlarging your room’s roof 
and creating new outdoor 
living space.

Just imagine how much 
cooler your new addition 
will be in the middle of the 
summer shaded by the large 
eave line or how nice it will 
be to grill outdoors in less 
than ideal weather protected 
by your outdoor roof line.  
If you have the space to 
expand your new additions 
foot print, don’t miss the 
opportunity to do so. 

Metal free is where you want to be!
Minimize metal conductivity - increase energy savings.

Enjoy
Mosquito-Free 
Living!



Patio Rooms
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Have an Existing 
Patio Roof?

No Problem!

So, what if you have been 
dreaming of a new sunroom, 
but your home has an 
existing patio roof? Simple, 
call ASunroom4You!

ASunroom4You offers you 
a  convenient and affordable 
way to transform an ordinary 
patio roof into a year-round 
paradise. Our engineers 
will work to  manufacture 
the wall configurations you 
desire to fit the existing patio 
roof  perfectly.

Depending on the options 
you choose, you now can 
easily transform your 
existing patio cover into a 
year-round, sun-drenched 
retreat to watch the seasons 
change while in the comfort 
and protection of an enclosed 
patio room.

W A L L S  U N D E R  E X I S T I N G  R O O F
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Patio Rooms
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Relax. You’re 
Buying the Best 
Room with the 
Best Warranty

Another reason to choose 
ASunroom4You is that we 
have been manufacturing 
the highest quality sunrooms 
and components for over 
35 years. It’s this kind of 
experience, coupled with 
our constant innovation, 
that allows us to confidently 
offer the industry’s most 
aggressive warranty – for life!

Beware of
Look-a-like 
Imitations

Other sunrooms may look 
the same, but unless they 
bear the ASunroom4You 
name, buyer beware! 

The many patented and 
exclusive features we offer 
mean superior performance 
for you. Our products 
are designed to meet or  
exceed most building code 
structural requirements, and 
have over a half a century of 
successful installations.

We recycle 98% of all scrap materials 
after building each sunroom.

S T U D I O

B E F O R E A F T E R



Patio Rooms
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Not Your
Ordinary Patio

Enclosure

Since its introduction more 
than three decades ago, the 
Patio Room has evolved 
into the perfect blend of 
beauty, functional design 
and affordability. 

We have taken the  Patio 
Room from ordinary to 
extraordinary! Starting 
with our insulated Weather 
Guard roof system, your 
new room will have a level 
of year-round comfort 
not seen in most other 
Patio Enclosures. Plus, 
with our extensive list of 
options and upgrades, like, 
sliding glass doors, french 
doors, glass kickplates 
and upper transoms, you 
can transform your Patio 
Enclosure into a dream 
come true!

S T U D I O

Go green and $ave green with the best and most energy 
efficient patio rooms available in the market today.



Gabled Rooms
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Breathtaking 
Charm and Grace

ASunroom4You Garden 
Room has all the charm and 
grace of our Sunrooms and 
feature the added beauty 
of our highly insulated 
Weather Guard roof system. 
Your room will remain 
bright and inviting, staying 
cooler in the summer and 
warmer in the winter. Your 
new Garden Room will 
quickly become the most 
lived-in room in your entire 
home! 

ASunroom4You Garden 
Room offers a unique feel 
with its gable roof design. 
The vaulted cathedral 
ceiling and the peaked front 
wall give a very rich and 
spacious impression while 
allowing plenty of indirect 
light in. 

Our Garden Room is the 
perfect fit for those wanting 
a sunroom but with a little 
more of the “room” feeling.

All for the cost of
only one room!
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Metal free is where you want to be!
Minimize metal conductivity - increase energy savings.



Glass Sunrooms
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Bring the
Outdoors Indoors 

Beautifully!

It’s safe to say that most 
of us love being outdoors. 
On any given day, if we 
had the choice to relax in 
front of the TV or to kick 
back in a comfortable chair 
outdoors, the answer would 
be a simple one. But like 
most of us, the thought of 
being outside during the 
dog days of summer or 
during winter’s painfully 
cold winds and snow, or 
the incessant attack of bugs 
the size of small pets – we 
will usually opt to remain 
indoors.

ASunroom4You is proud 
to offer you a beautiful 
solution to experience 
the outdoors indoors, all 
year round! Now you can 
enjoy beautiful summer 
and winter days, dramatic 
sunsets and watch the snow 
fall from the comfort of 
a new climate-controlled 
ASunroom4You sunroom!   
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We recycle 98% of all scrap materials 
after building each sunroom.



Sunrooms
C O N S E R V A T O R Y
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Create a Design 
Masterpiece

One of our most beautiful 
sunrooms is the refined 
English Conservatory. These 
well-appointed conservatory 
details add a touch of class 
and sophistication to your 
sunroom that attracts 
attention, engages emotion 
and will most likely draw a 
few envious comments from 
your friends and neighbors.

There are many reasons to 
choose ASunroom4You 
sunroom: design, quality, 
value, craftsmanship, 
durability and attention to 
detail. This attention to detail 
has  resulted in our English 
Conservatory Sunrooms. 
Simply beautiful!   
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Go green and $ave green with the best and most energy 
efficient patio rooms available in the market today.



to Room 
Comparison

 1. Mitered and Fusion Welded Structural  
  Corners

 2. Structural Aluminum Mullion with 
  Thermal Clad

 3. Electrical Raceways

 4. NFRC Rated & AAMA Certified Windows

 5. Exclusive 4” Thick Structural Wall System

Wall Cross Section

Compare the Visual Differences
See for Yourself!

PARTNER RATED CERTIFIED

vs.

vs.

vs.

INDUSTRY STANDARD ALUMINUM ASUNROOM4YOU WALL

Top Track
to Mullion

Bottom Track
to Mullion

Window
Corner

These pictures show the industry 
standard aluminum systems that  
offers these features:

Exposed Screws
No one wants the look of a battle ship on 
the back of their home – exposed screws 
and rivets give you that and more.

Exposed Caulking
Caulking is essential to a well installed 
room if you don’t want it to leak. Yet the 
sun’s UV rays break it down in a short 
couple of years, and in no time that clean 
caulking is a magnet for dirt.  Our copolymer 
thermal clad caps snap over the caulking 
concealing it from the sun and view, 
ensuring a long and trouble-free life.

Unfinished, Rough, Butt-Finished
Aluminum Windows and Doors
Unsightly? That’s just the beginning, this 
technology is old, 20-30 years old, much 
like VHS to DVD or Blue Ray. It works, just 
not that well. Most all of these aluminum 
windows are unrated, untested and non- 
approved, lacking in security features, 
ease of operation and have dramatically 
lower energy 

Yes No

FEATURES

Energy Star, AAMA 
and NFRC rated 
windows and doors

Our windows are carefully designed & engineered to exacting standards. They have  
been tested, rated and certi�ed by key third-party agencies. What’s more, our windows 
have been installed on tens of thousands of homes. Most industry standard sunroom 
windows and doors have never been tested or certi�ed.

Our thermal cladding is the ideal way to prevent the outside temperature from coming 
into your room. To cut costs, the industry standard is to use outdated technology and 
sub-standard materials – that are still unapproved to this day!

Only Energy Star rated products (like our windows and doors) have this bene�t and reward. 
The aluminum wall systems do not meet these strict energy-saving requirements and do 
not qualify for tax credits.

Our thermal clad serves several purposes: It thermally isolates the outdoor temperature 
and it conceals most all screws and caulking, reducing the damaging e�ects of the sun’s 
UV rays. The industry standard does not o�er these features.

The pictures on page 23 clearly show the aesthetic appeal by concealed the screws, 
caulking and welded joints. As you can see, the industry standard walls are not visually 
appealing and do not conceal the screws or protect caulking.

Our sunrooms are up to 700 times more energy e�cient than most other rooms! 
Rooms are rated for temperature transference & insulation in BTUs – British Thermal Units.
Aluminum rooms are rated at 1400+ BTUs, while ours are rated at just 2 BTUs.

With ASunroom4You wall system you will be saving money & energy everyday you own it.
As an example, a typical ASunroom4You room uses 76% less energy to heat and cool than 
aluminum rooms. That amounts to huge annual savings!

Be aware of look alike products! ASunrooms4You is manufacturer of one of the only vinyl composite rooms in the country. 
Don’t be fooled by companies that piecemeal vinyl windows and painted aluminum extrusions together. Their products
don’t have the design re�nements or the years of testing and �eld application that only Sunrooms4U can boast!

Complies with local, 
state & federal energy
tax credit & rebate
programs

Concealed Screws 
and Caulking

Green Energy 
E�ciency 
Technology

Substantial Annual
Savings on Heating 
and Cooling

High Aesthetic 
Appeal

Thermal Clad
Extrusions

BENEFITS

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

WARNING!

ASUNROOM4YOU
WALL

INDUSTRY
STANDARD
ALUMINUM

NON-THERMAL BROKEN
ALUMINUM FRAME

U-VALUE AND R-VALUE COMPARISON BTU COMPARISON

5

4

3

2

1

0
THERMALLY BROKEN
ALUMINUM FRAME

R-Value = Resistance to Heat Transfer
(The higher the number, the better)

Reduced Heat Loss

COPOLYMER

0.64
0.42

0.24

1.56

2.38

4.2
BTU = British Thermal Units
(The lower the number, the better)

U-Value = Heat Tranasfer
(The lower the number, the better)

U, R and BTU Values change dramatically when surrounded by an aluminum frame. Only copolymer frames achieve the best results.

COPOLYMER HAS LESS HEAT LOSS THAN OTHER RAW MATERIALS.
(Measured in BTUs per hour)
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ALUMINUM STEEL GLASS WOOD COPOLYMER

310

6.4 3.1 2.3

1

4

5

3

2

CoPolymer vs. Aluminum

1918
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DuraLite

Average Lifespan of Window Seals Metal Window Spacer
may cause condensation

and toxic mold

DuraLite
Warm Edge Spacer =

no condensation

When you see condensation inside a dual-glass window, 
that means the seal has failed. Our exclusive high-perfor-
mance dual and triple pane glass is made using the latest 
technology in insulated glass seals.

Available only from ASunroom4You, our exclusive DuraLite glass comes standard throughout our rooms.

• Helps eliminate the possibility of mold

• Rated as the longest lasting insulated glass seal
 at 120+ years (see chart)

• Helps eliminate the possibility of condensation

How strong is DuraLite? Even with nearly 400 lbs. of weight... ....DuraLite won’t crack or break.

Up to:

• 8 times stronger than residential window glass

• 10 times more scratch-resistant than acrylic

• 2 times more clarity than other glass

• Safer for your family and virtually indestructible!

How durable is DuraLite?
Even striking it against this nail,

DuraLite remains unmarked.
and unbroken.

20 Year Warranty
ON INSULATED GLASS

LIFETIME Warranty
ON ACCIDENTAL BREAKAGE



Features: Continued
Tu�-Core is made of expanded polystyrene, 
the same material used in freezer walls, 
refrigerators, coolers, etc. �e energy  
conserved in heating and cooling quickly 
pays for itself. To compare its insulating  
capabilities to other materials, 3” of  
Tu�-Core is equivalent to:

�e outer Tu�-Core “skin” is as  
strong as it is beautiful and is:

Tu�-Core is standard for our Curved,  
Straight Eave roofs, and solid wall area.

• 8” of fiberglass
• 15” of hardwood
• 72” of brick

The superior insulation properties of
Tuff-Core used in all Sunrooms4U 

walls means superior energy  
savings for you.

Even a screwdriver can’t scratch the 
paint off – because the color is  
impregnated into the material!

• Maintenance free

• Flexible and durable

• Moisture-resistant

• Scratch and ding-resistant
   – It’s nearly indestructible!

Step 3: Choose Your Room Options
Exclusive Patented U.L. Listed Electrical System

 
practically anywhere without unsightly conduit or 
Our patented electrical system allows you to place outlets

extension cords.

Glass Kickplate and Transom Options
Solid insulated kickplates (area below the window) 
and transoms (area above the windows) are standard 

upgrade options to the standard rooms.

Door Options

with innovative design features:

Ceiling Fan/Light Beam Option
If you plan on putting a ceiling fan or hanging lighting in your new 

The easy-to-operate sliding
door is a welded copolymer
with continuous weather
stripping locking out the
weather.

room, this upgraded beam option is a must.

Available Room Colors: Almond White

Porch Lights

Glass Transom Optional Glass Kickplate

3’ Single Door
(3’0” x 6’8”)

6’ French Doors
(6’0” x 6’8”)

Sliding Doors
(6’0” x 6’8”)

Bi-Parting Doors
(12’0” x 6’8”)

Doors and
screens slide

open to create
a 6’ wide
opening

Electrical Outlets
Light Switches

Hidden Electrical
Raceways

Standard Solid Kickplate
(area below the windows)

SWING DOORS SLIDING DOORS
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Commercial Sunrooms

Product Options



Packing and Shipping

Company History
1984 - General Contractors with experience in all types of construction, new homes, kitchen remodeling, and 
conventional remodeling, etc...

ASunroom4You began in 1985 because no one else was building them in this area at the time. We quickly found 
out we could not successfully build both sunrooms and other types of construction. So we decided to only 
specialize in sunrooms. We have represented all the different brands prior to 1989, and found that Four Seasons 
has the best selection, products, warranties, service and prices. So we teamed up with Four Seasons to offer the 
best products and the best service possible.

We have since been servicing central and south Texas including Austin, Bryan/College Station, Corpus Christi, 
Hill Country, Rio Grande Valley and San Antonio. 

SERVING CENTRAL & SOUTH TEXAS

• I.C.C. Approval (International Conference of Building Officials)
• IRC (International Residential Codes)
• IBC (International Building Codes)
• CBC (California Building Code)
• Meets or Exceeds National Glass Code
• Factory Built Housing Approval
• C.M.B.S.O.A. Approval (Security Windows)
• A-Rated Dual Glass (ALI Laboratories)
• U.L. Classified Patented Electrical Raceways
• AAMA Approved Windows and Doors
• 100% Made in the U.S.A.

Visit us at www.asunroom4you.com for the most current information.

©2021 ASunroom4You

CONTACT INFORMATION
11989 Starcrest Drive • San Antonio, TX 78247 
Office: 210-564-0833
 979-599-5250
 512-474-1388
Email: info@asunroom4you.com


